
May Might

Name: Date: __/__/20__

He feared that she ______________ his sincerity.1. (doubt)might doubt

In one of her poems she relates that it was the fear that she
_________________ her beloved husband in Paradise which prevented her
from dying with him.

2.

(not/meet)
might not meet

____________________ there, beside you?3. (she/come up/?)Might she come up

One day, after they had made the porridge for their breakfast, and poured it
into their porridge-pots, they walked out into the wood while the porridge was
cooling, that they _________________ their mouths, by beginning too soon
to eat it.

4.

(not/burn)
might not burn

________________ the nature of this dream, sir?5. (one/ask/?)Might one ask

Any one of any age _________________.6. (contribute)may contribute

I came here only that you _____________ me.7. (find)might find

__________________ that it was so?8. (I/not/think/?)May I not think

What lay beyond, I ________________.9. (not/say)might not say

_____________ him for a little while to my brother?10. (I/take/?)May I take

As this speech tends to illustrate the political opinions of the day, an
extract from it _____________ unworthy of regard.
11.

(not/be)may not be

________________ into it for you?12. (I/enquire/?)May I enquire

In two years he ___________ free.13. (be)might be

And ______________________ just what would take place?14.
(why/it/not/be/?)

why might it not be

It __________________ badly in my case.15. (past/work)may have worked
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The confessor, meantime, turned the victims so that they
________________ the fatal blows.
16.

(not/see)might not see

The latter, however, gave him the start, and kept a good look-out after
him, that he __________________ him in the same manner again.
17.

(not/serve)
might not serve

Perhaps it _________ of great interest.18. (be)may be

Did he consider before trying this energetic cure whether, though it
________________ with the body, it _______________ irreparable mischief
to the soul; or had he kept some "heroic remedy" as he calls it, also for that
case.

19.

(succeed) (not/do)

might succeed might not do

_________________, after such facts, that the game is up?20.
(we/not/say/?)

May we not say
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